The Minor in Apparel Design and Merchandising is open only to students not majoring in the Department of Family and Consumer Sciences.

I. REQUIRED COURSES: 6 SH
   FCS 1000 Apparel and Consumer Behavior (3)
   FCS 2000 Consumer Textiles (3)

II. SELECT FOUR COURSES FROM THE FOLLOWING: 12 SH
   FCS 1001 Apparel Construction (3)
   FCS 2011 Flat Pattern Design (3)
   FCS 2050 CAD for Apparel Design and Merchandising (3)
   FCS 3002 Apparel Design and Production (3) (Co-requisite: FCS4060. Prerequisites: FCS2011, FCS2050)
   FCS 3003 Fashion Merchandising (3) (Prerequisite: FCS2000)
   FCS 3010 History of Apparel (3)
   FCS 4000 Principles of Aesthetics for Apparel (3) (Prerequisites: FCS2000, FCS2002, FCS 2050, ART 1011)
   FCS 4002 Visual Merchandising, Display and Promotion (3) (Prerequisites: FCS2002, FCS3003)
   FCS 4003 Fashion Buying and Retail Math (3) (Prerequisites: FCS3003, ACC1050)

III. TOTAL HOURS REQUIRED FOR MINOR: 18 SH